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1. INTRODUCTION 

A CR structure on a real manifold M is a distinguished complex subbun-
dIe Jf' of the complex tangent bundle CC TM, satisfying Jf' n Jf' = 0 and 
[Jf', Jf'] c Jf'. For example, the complex structure of CCn +1 induces a natural 
biholomorphically invariant CR structure on any real hypersurface: Jf' is the 
space of vectors in the span of 8j8z l , ... ,8j8zn +1 which are tangent to the 
hypersurface. An abstract CR manifold M is said to be of hypersurface type if 
dimji M = 2n + 1 and dime Jf' = n ; all our CR manifolds will be of this type. 

If M is oriented, then there is a globally defined real one-form 0 that an-
nihilates Jf' and Jf'. The Levi form, given by L9(V, W) = -2idO(V /\ W), 
is a hermitian form on Jf'. We will assume that the CR structure is strictly 
pseudoconvex: for some choice of 0, the Levi form L() is positive definite on 
Jf'. In this case 0 defines a contact structure on M and we call 0 a contact 
form associated with the CR structure. 

The Levi form plays a role similar to that of the metric in Riemannian ge-
ometry. However, the CR structure only determines the Levi form up to a 
conformal multiple; this multiple is fixed by the choice of a contact form. A 
CR structure with a given choice of contact form is called a pseudohermitian 
structure. Thus there is an analogy between pseudohermitian and CR manifolds 
on the one hand and Riemannian and conformal manifolds on the other. In 
particular, Webster [WI, W2] and Tanaka [T] have defined a pseudohermitian 
scalar curvature associated to L9 • The CR Yamabe problem is: given a com-
pact, strictly pseudoconvex CR manifold, find a choice of contact form for which 
the pseudohermitian scalar curvature is constant. 

Suppose M is a strictly pseudoconvex CR manifold of dimension 2n + 1 . 
Solutions to the CR Yamabe problem are precisely the critical points of the CR 
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Yamabe functional: 
y(O) = fM RO" dOn , 

(fM 0" dO n )2/P 
in which p = 2 + 2/n, 0 is any contact form associated to the CR structure of 
M, and R is its pseudohermitian scalar curvature. We set 

A(M) = infY(O). 
8 

The main result of [JL2] is that the CR Yamabe problem has a solution 
on a compact strictly pseudoconvex CR manifold M provided that A(M) < 
A(S2n+l) , where S2n+l is the sphere in <en+1 • In order to show that most CR 
manifolds M satisfy A(M) < A(S2n+l) , it is crucial to identify the extremal 
contact forms for the Yamabe functional on the sphere. 

The restriction to TS2n+1 of iJ = ~{8 - a)lzl2 is a contact form for S2n+l . 
The form iJ and its images under CR automorphisms of the sphere (which 
are all induced by biholomorphisms of the unit ball in <en+1 ) have constant 
pseudohermitian scalar curvature R = n (n + 1). In [JL2] we conjectured that 
these are the only solutions to the Yamabe problem on the sphere. The purpose 
of this paper is to confirm this conjecture. Our main result is 

Theorem A. If 0 is a contact form associated with the standard CR structure 
on the sphere which has constant pseudohermitian scalar curvature, then 0 is 
obtained from a constant multiple of the standard form iJ by a CR automorphism 
of the sphere. 

In [JL2] we proved the weaker result that this conclusion holds provided 0 
is invariant under some conjugate of U (n) in the CR automorphism group of 
the sphere. That proof used a variant of the same methods we will employ in 
this paper. 

We showed in [JL2] that the minimum A(S2n+l) of the Yamabe functional 
is actually achieved by a smooth contact form (of constant scalar curvature). 
Thus 

Corollary B. A(S2n+l) = y(iJ) = 2nn(n + 1); this minimum value is 
achieved only by constant multiples of iJ and its images under CR automor-
phisms. 

There is an equivalent formulation of this result on the Heisenberg group 
Hn • We consider Hn as the set <en X JR with coordinates (z, t) and group law 

(z, tHC or) = (z + C t + or + 21m ~ z"'f) for (z, t), (C or) E <en X JR. 

The CR structure of Hn is given by the bundle jf' spanned by the left-invariant 
vector fields Z", = fJ-/az'" + (f"'a/at, 0:' = I, ... , n. The standard (left-
invariant) contact form on Hn is e = dt + E{iz"'dz o - iz o dzO ). It follows 
from the work of Folland and Stein [FS] that there exists a positive constant 
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C such that the following Sobolev-type inequality holds for all functions u 
which both sides of the inequality are finite: 

(1 )2/P n 
Hn lulPe 1\ den s C in z)IZ"uI2 + Iz"uI2)e 1\ den, 

,,=1 

(1.1) 
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for 

with p=2+2/n. (Note that el\den =4nn!dtl\dx l l\dy l l\"'l\dxnl\dyn is 
bi-invariant under group multiplication.) As shown in [JL2], if u > 0 the ratio 
of the two sides of (1.1) is exactly (2C/p)'Y(u2/ne). 

The Cayley transform (see [JL2]) gives a CR equivalence between IHI n and 
S2n+1 minus a point, under which 0 corresponds to 21w + il- 2 0, with 
w = t+ ilzl2. Corollary B implies that 'Y(i/nO) :::-: 2nn(n + I) for any smooth 
positive function v on the sphere. By continuity, this can be extended to any 
v :::-: 0 for which the numerator and denominator of 'Yare finite. Applying the 
Cayley transform, 'Y(u2/ne):::-:2nn(n+l) for all u:::-:O on IHIn for which both 
sides of ( 1.1) are finite. By taking the absolute value of u, one sees easily that 
(1.1) holds with the same constant for complex-valued u. By the regularity 
theory of [JL2], the extremals in (1.1) must be constant multiples of images 
under the Cayley transform of extremals on the sphere. Thus 

Corollary C. The best constant in the Sobolev inequality (1.1) is C = 
1 /2nn 2 . Equality is attained only by the functions 

(1.2) u(z,t)=Klw+Z·Il+).I-n , 

with K,). E C, 1m). > 1111 2 /4, and Il E e. (These are obtained from the 
function Klw + il- n by left translations and dilations (z, t) I--> (Jz, J 2t) on the 
Heisenberg group. ) 

The proof of Theorem A is based on the same idea as Obata's proof [0] 
of the analogous result in Riemannian geometry: the only Riemannian metrics 
on the sphere that are conformal to the standard one and have constant scalar 
curvature are obtained from the standard metric by a conformal diffeomorphism 
of the sphere. 

The idea of Obata's proof can be sketched as follows (see also [LP]). Suppose 
g is any constant scalar curvature metric on SN conformal to the standard 
metric g. Writing g = ({J -2 g and using the fact that g is Einstein allows one 
to express the traceless Ricci tensor B of g in terms of the covariant Hessian 
of ({J. Then the contracted Bianchi identity and the fact that g has constant 
scalar curvature imply that 

( 1.3) 

Integrating over the sphere shows that B = 0, so g is Einstein. But it is easy 
to describe all Einstein metrics conformal to the standard metric on the sphere. 

Let us emphasize the key feature of this argument: a function ({J which 
a priori satisfies a single nonlinear equation (expressing the fact that g has 
constant scalar curvature) is shown to satisfy a system of equations B = 0 . 
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The naive generalization of (1.3) to CR manifolds does not work because the 
pseudohermitian Bianchi identities involve extra torsion terms. On the Heisen-
berg group this reflects the nontrivial commutation relations. One might hope, 
therefore, for any identity like (1.3) where the right-hand side involves both the 
traceless Ricci B and the torsion A. Unfortunately there is no such identity. 
One is thus forced to look for a formula involving not only IBI2 and IAI2, but 
also higher order terms such as Idiv AI2 . Once these higher order terms are in-
troduced, the number of possible identities becomes enormous, and a systematic 
search is required. 

Our approach was to write the most general such formula with undetermined 
coefficients, in which the tensors on the right-hand side are formed from com-
binations of B, A, and div A. Equating like terms leads to a system of linear 
equations for the coefficients. One seeks a solution for which the right-hand 
side is positive. Integrating over the sphere will then prove that the right-hand 
side vanishes identically. This approach led us to a 25 x 25 variable-coefficient 
system which we solved using the computer algebra program MACSYMA. Sur-
prisingly, we then found a three-dimensional family of solutions with positive 
right-hand side. 

In §3, we verify the simplest of these identities (3.1) and prove Theorem A. 
In §4, we state without proof three formulas on the Heisenberg group which are 
linearly independent when n > 1 , and explain how they provide an independent 
proof of Theorem A purely in terms of the Heisenberg group. We have chosen 
to omit the proofs in §4 because the Bianchi identities make the proof of (3.1) 
much shorter. 

The most important application of this result is, of course, to the solution 
of the CR Yamabe problem on an arbitrary compact strictly pseudoconvex CR 
manifold M. In a separate paper [JL3], we will show that the CR Yamabe 
problem has a solution provided M has dimension greater than 3 and is not 
locally CR equivalent to the sphere. The proof makes use of the extremal 
functions from Corollary C as test functions in order to show that A.(M) < 
A.(S2n+I). The remaining cases will require the construction of a global test 
function, as they do in the Riemannian case. In those cases as well, we expect 
that knowledge of the extremals for the sphere will be of crucial importance.· 

An interesting (but vaguely defined) problem raised by this work is to find an 
"explanation" for the existence of divergence formulas such as (1.2) and (3.1). Is 
there a theoretical framework that would predict the existence and the structure 
of such formulas, so that they could be discovered more systematically? 

2. PSEUDO HERMITIAN INVARIANTS 

We begin with a brief review of the formalism of pseudohermitian geometry. 
For more details, see [JL2] and [L2]. 

Given a contact form 0 on a 2n+ I-dimensional CR manifold M, let T be 
the characteristic vector field defined by O(T) = 1, T --1 dO = O. An admissible 
co/rame is a set of (1, O)-forms 0 I , ... ,On whose restrictions to jf' form a 
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basis for JI?* , and such that ll'(T) = O. We can write 

dO = ihnpOn 1\ oP 
for a matrix of smooth functions hnp . We will observe the summation conven-

tion, and use the matrix hnp and its inverse hnP as usual to raise and lower 
indices. Let RnPp'i be the Webster curvature tensor and AnP the Webster tor-
sion tensor determined by the coframe {On} (see [W2]). The pseudohermitian 
connection induces covariant differentiation of functions and tensors, which we 
will indicate with indices preceded by a comma, as in Q -p -. (For derivatives 

0. ,PY 
of a scalar function we will sometimes omit the comma.) A zero index denotes 
covariant differentiation by the characteristic vector field T. The invariant 
Apn,n (the divergence of the torsion tensor) will play an essential role in the 
identities that follow. 

The pseudohermitian Ricci tensor is the contraction Rpa = Rn 0. pa of the 
pseudohermitian curvature tensor, and the pseudohermitian scalar curvature is 
R = R n. It is convenient also to introduce the traceless Ricci tensor B -p = 

0. 0. 

RnP - ~RhnP' We say 0 is pseudo-Einstein if Bnp = O. 
The second and third covariant derivatives of a scalar function u satisfy the 

following commutation relations: 

unp - upn = O. unp - upn = ihnpuO' UOn - unO = AnpuP. 

unP'i - un:yp = ihp:yunO + R/ P'iup, 
(2.1 ) 

The curvature and torsion satisfy the Bianchi identities: 

(2.2) R - R - P = (n - 1) iA P 
,0. np, np, 

(2.3) R = A po. + A- Po. ,0 np, np, 
If 0 is a given contact form on M, suppose I is a smooth function and 

consider jj = e2J O. In [L2] it is shown that the basic pseudohermitian invariants 
transform as follows: 

(2.4) 

(2.5) - Y 'i Y Rnp = Rnp - (n + 2)(Iap + Ipn) - (fy + fy + 4(n + l)fyl )hnp . 

(2.6) R = e -2J(R - 2(n + l)(fyY + fyY) - 4n(n + l)fyIY). 

when Rnp and Anp are evaluated with respect to the admissible coframe {jjn = 
On + 2ijO}. The calculations below will be somewhat simpler if we write 
jj = rp -1 0 and substitute e2J = rp -I in the above formulas: 

(2.7) 
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(2.8) 

- n + 2 -I -2 Rap = Rap + -2-(rp (rpop + rppo) - 2rp rporpp) 
1 -I -y V -2-y + 2(rp (rp-y + rpV ) - 2(n + 2)rp rp-yrp ) hap , 

(2.9) 

3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 

The following proposition is the key to the proof of Theorem A. For sim-
plicity of notation, we will often write the norm induced by the Levi form as 
I 12 , even when we denote a tensor by writing its components with respect to 
a local coframe. For example, we write IAopl2 for the scalar invariant whose 
local expression is AopAoP 

Proposition 3.1. Let S2n+1 denote the sphere with its standard CR structure. 
Suppose () is an associated contact form on S2n+1 which has constant pseudo-
hermitian scalar curvature R == n (n + 1). Write the standard contact form on 
the sphere as {j = rp -I (), where rp is a smooth positive function, and define the 
tensors 

Dop = -iAop ' 
1 E -= ---B-0p n + 2 oP' 

-I 
DoP'Y = rp rpvDoP' 

E - - -I E-op-y - rp rp-y oP' 

U - 2'A P ---1 
0- n +2 op, 

where all pseudohermitian invariants and covariant derivatives are understood 
to be with respect to (). Let g = 1 + rp + rp-IrpprpP + irpo' Then we have the 
following identity on S2n+1 : 

(3.1) 
Re(gDo + gEo - 3irpoUo),0 

2 2 = (1 + rp)(IDopl + IEopl ) 

+ rp(lUo - Do + Eol2 + !Va - Dol2 + !Va + Eol2 + IDoP'Y + Eo'YpI2). 

Proof. Since "(.P and Bop vanish, transformation laws (2.7) and (2.10) yield 
expressions for Aop and Bop in terms of rp: 

(3.2) 
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It follows that 

(3.4) 

From (2.9), since R = R = n(n + 1), 

(3.5) 

and so, using the commutation relations (2.1), 

Writing RaP = Bap + ~RhaP' using (3.3) and (3.5), and simplifying yields 

Substituting these formulas into (3.4), we obtain 
(3.6) 

fJ n + 2 .. -1 -2 fJ -2 P -3 fJ-2 
A afJ , =-2-Z(UP qJOa+qJ qJafJqJ -qJ qJapqJ +2qJ qJaqJfJqJ +qJ qJa)· 

From (3.2), (3.3), and (3.6) we see that 

7 

Now from the Bianchi identities (2.2) and (2.3) and the fact that R is con-
stant it follows that 

ReiU a = O. a, 
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Thus when we expand the left-hand side of (3.1) we get 

LHS = Re( qJa _ qJ -2 qJ pqJP qJa + qJ -I qJ P a qJP + qJ -I qJ pqJPa + iqJO a)Da 

-2 a P -I pa (n + 2 -I P ) +Re(-gqJ qJ qJ DaP) + RegqJ qJ DaP+Re -2-gqJ qJ Vp 

+ Re(qJa _ qJ-2qJpqJPqJa + qJ-lqJp aqJP + qJ-lqJpqJPa _ iqJOa)Ea 

+ Reg( _qJ -2qJaqJP + qJ -I qJPa)Eap 

R ( I - n - -I PU ) R 3· a V + e -2-gqJ qJ P - e lqJO a 

-2 P a -I ap 1 pa a 1 a = Re(-2qJ qJpqJ qJ + qJ qJ qJp+ qJ- qJ qJp + iqJO - qJ- qJ )Da 

+ Re( qJa _ qJ -2 qJ pqJP qJa + qJ -I qJaP qJp + iqJ -I qJOqJa 

-I pa a 
+ qJ qJpqJ - iqJO )Ea 

3R ( . a 1 -I a 1 a 1 -2 Y a i -I a) V + e -lqJO + '2qJ qJ + '2qJ + '2qJ qJyqJ qJ + '2qJ qJOqJ a 

+ (1 + qJ + qJ -I qJyqJY)(DaP DaP + E aP Eap) 

= Re qJ(2Da - Va)D a + Re qJ(2E a + Va)Ea + 3Re qJ( Va - D a + E a ) Va 

+ (1 + qJ + qJ -I qJyqJY)(DaP DaP + E aP EaP). 

One can check easily that this is equal to the expansion of the right-hand 
side. 0 

Proof of Theorem A. If () is the given contact form, write {j = qJ -I () as above. 
Multiplying () by a constant, we may assume () has scalar curvature n(n+ I) , so 
the previous proposition applies. Integrating (3.1) over the sphere and applying 
the divergence theorem (see [L2]), we find that DaP = 0 and Eap = 0, and 
hence () is pseudo-Einstein and torsion-free. 

The next step is to show that qJ can be written qJ = Ivl2 for some function 
v which is CR holomorphic on S2n+ 1 • This is equivalent to showing that log qJ 
is the real part of a holomorphic function. 

From the formula for EaP in terms of qJ, it follows that 

O ( -I -2) 1 (-I Y -2 Y)h = qJ qJap - qJ qJaqJp - n qJ qJy - qJ qJyqJ ap 

= (logqJ)aP - ~(logqJ)/haP· 

It is shown in [B] (see also [L2]) that if n > 1 this is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for log qJ to be the real part of a CR holomorphic function (since 
S2n+1 is simply connected). In case n = 1, however, we have to use the full 
strength of (3.1): observe that since Da and Ea vanish, (3.1) implies that 
Va = 0 also. 
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From [BF] and [L2], when n = 1 the condition for a real function U to be 
the real part of a CR holomorphic function is Pau = 0, where 

P P'A p aU = Up a + I apu 

Since AaP = rp ap = 0, we have 

Pa(log rp) = (log rp )pPa = rp -I rppPa - 2rp -2 rppP rp a + 2rp -3 rp P rpP rp a' 

The commutation relations (2.1) show that 

P p 2' R P 2' 2 rpp a = rp pa - lrpOa - aPrp = - lrpOa - rp a . 

Moreover, using the fact that rp ap = rp/ haP when n = 1, Va = 0 implies 

-I -2 P -3 P -2 
-2irp rpOa=-2rp rpp rpa+ 4rp rparpprp +2rp rpa' 

and so 

Pa(log rp) = -2rp -2( rp / + rppp)rp a - 2rp -I rp a + 6rp -3 rp arp prpP + 2rp -2 rp a' 

Substituting (3.5) then shows that Pa(logrp) = 0, so again we conclude that 
log rp is the real part of a holomorphic function. 

Therefore in any dimension there exists a nonvanishing CR-holomorphic 
function v on S2n+1 such that rp = Ivl2 . 

Next, we transfer our attention to the Heisenberg group. With respect to the 
contact form 9 on Hn , the characteristic vector field is T = a/at, and we will 
always use the standard holomorphic frame {Za} and dual admissible coframe 
{dza }. Covariant derivatives on Hn are given by u. . = Z .... ZJ' u, for 

Jl"'Jr Jr 1 

j; = Q, a, or 0, with the conventions that Zo = T = a/at and Za = Za . 
We will identify Hn with S2n+1 minus a point by means of the Cayley 

transform (see [JL2]), and thus consider () and () as one-forms on Hn. It 
is easy to check that () = 21w + il-29, where w = t + ilzl2 , and therefore 
() = 21vl21w + iI- 29. A straightforward calculation shows that the images of 
~ 2/n () under CR automorphisms of the sphere correspond to the one-forms U 9 
on the Heisenberg group, where U is of the form (1.3) in the introduction. We 
will complete the proof by showing that () is also of this form. 

With v as above, set g = (w + i)/v and IfI = !lgl2 on IHn . The preceding 
argument shows that g is holomorphic and () = 1f1- 19. Since () and e are 
torsion-free, the transformation law (2.7) for torsion implies that lfIaP = 0, and 
hence gap = 0 . 

Using the fact that go = 0, we have 

goo = goo = 0; 
u - ; (g p u-P ) - ; (g P ig) - 1 u OOa - - Ii P a - 0 P a - - Ii pa - aO - - Ii °Oa . 
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Thus go is constant. Now consider the CR-holomorphic function k = g - go w . 
Observe that 8k/8t = ko = 0 since 8w/8t = 1, and so k is a holomorphic 
function of {za}. This implies 

8 2k ---""p = k p = g p - gow p = 0, 8za8z a a a 

and therefore k is a linear polynomial in z. Thus we can write 

for some J.l E en, A. E e. Since g vanishes nowhere, we must have 1m A. > 
1J.l12/4, and so (J = 21gl-2e is indeed of the required form. This completes the 
proof. 0 

4. DIVERGENCE FORMULAS ON THE HEISENBERG GROUP 

Let e denote the standard contact form on Hn , as in the introduction. With 
respect to the standard holomorphic frame {Za} and dual admissible coframe 
{dza } , we have h -p = 2J -p' and as in §3 the covariant derivative /,. . of a 

a a }1···}r 

function I is just the ordinary derivative Zjr ... ZjJ. 

Proposition 4.1. Suppose I is a smooth real solution on Hn to the equation 

( 4.1) 2f 
Re faa + nIa/a + ne = o. 

Define the tensors 

DaP = fap - 2/alp, Da = Daplp, 
EaP = laP - ~fi'jc5aP' Ea = Eaplp, 

Ga = ifoa - ifofa + e2f fa + Iplpfa· 

Then I satisfies the identities 

(4.2) 

Re'4;(e2(n-l)f(lplplaplp + Iplpfaplp - f,lplplpla + 2ifof,lpl a 

+e2f faplp + if laplp - 2if ifola + e4f fa - 2ifolaplp 

+ 2ifolaplp + 3fofoa - I; fa)) 
= e2nf(IDapl2 + IEap12) 

+e2(n-l)f(IGaI2 + IGa + Dal2 + IGa - Eal2 + IDap/Y + EaylpI2). 
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(4.3) 

ReZQ(l(n-l)f((n + 2)fpfpfapfp + (1 - n)fpfpfpfpfa 

(4.4) 

2. 2f 2f - (n - 4n + 2)lfofpfpfa + (2 - n)e fpfpfa + ne fapfp 

+ if fapfp + (n2 - n - 2)e2fifofa + e4f fa - 2nifofapfp 

+ 2ifofapfp + (n + 2)fofoa - (n2 + n - l)f;fa 
+ nfppfpfpfa - nfppfpfpfa)) 

= e2(n-l)f((n + 2) I Eapf/ + IEal2 + (n - 2)IDa12 

+ (n + 1)IGa + Dal2 + IGa - Da - Ea12) 
+ lnf(IEapl2 + n(IDap I2). 

RezQ(l(n-l)f(fpfpfapfp - 2fpfpfapfp - 4fpfpfpfpfa + (6n + 2)ifofpfpfa 
2fJ. I" I" 2f I" £. 2f I" I" 2f . I" I" 4f I" -6e pJpJa+e JaPJp-2e Jafj1p+4e IJQJa -2e Ja 

+ (1 - 3n)ifofapfp + (3n + 2)ifofapfp + 3nfofoa + 210 fa)) 

= e2(n-l)f(IDapfyI2 _ 2lEapf/ + 3nlGal2 - 2IE,/ + IDal2 

- (3n + 2)ReEaGQ+ (3n - I)ReDaGQ - ReDaEQ) 
+ e2nf(IDapl2 _ 2IEap I2). 

11 

These formulas can be checked by a very long, routine calculation. Note that 
formula (4.2) is similar to (3.1). 
Corollary 4.2. Let () = u2/ne be a smooth contact form on Hn which has con-
stant scalar curvature, and suppose u E L P (Hn), p = 2 + 2/ n. Then u is of the 
form (1.2) given in the introduction. 
Proof. Multiplying () by a constant, we may assume the scalar curvature of () 
is R = 2n(n + 1). If we define f by e2f = u2/n , then the transformation law 
(2.6) for scalar curvature and the fact that e has vanishing scalar curvature 
imply that f satisfies (4.1). Therefore by Proposition 4.1 f also satisfies, say, 
(4.2). Before integrating by parts, we must check that f and its derivatives 
have sufficient decay at infinity. 

By considering the CR inversion (z. t) 1-+ (z/w, - t/lwI2) , one can show 
exactly as in the proof of Theorem 7.8 of [JL2] that the function 

u(z, t) = Iwl-nu(z/w, - t/lwI2) 
extends smoothly across the origin. This implies that 

Ilfl ~ Clwl-2 , IDkTlfl ~ Ck./lwl-l-k/2, 

where Dk is a monomial in Za and Za of degree k. 
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MUltiplying (4.2) by a compactly supported cutoff function, integrating over 
Hn , and letting the cutoff approach I, it is easy to check that the conditions 
above insure that the boundary terms vanish. Thus the right-hand side of (4.2) 
vanishes identically. 

If n > I. E op = 0 implies that f is the real part of a CR holomorphic 
function on Hn • If n = I , on the other hand, we have 

fppo = -n(fpfp + if + ifo)o = -n(Go + Do + Eo) = O. 

Thus, as in §3, we conclude again that f is the real part of a holomorphic 
function. The rest of the argument proceeds exactly as in §3. 0 

This corollary immediately yields an alternative proof of Theorem A, since 
if the contact form () = u2/ ne on Hn is the pullback of a smooth contact form 
on the sphere, then u automatically satisfies the hypothesis of the corollary. 

When n = 1, the three divergence formulas (4.2)-(4.4) are identical. For 
n > 1 , however, it is remarkable that the formula (4.2) used in the proof above 
is not unique. Both (4.2) and (4.3) have sums of squares on the right-hand sides. 
Thus any convex combination of these two formulas would work equally well. 
Moreover, although the right-hand side of (4.4) is not positive, any sufficiently 
small multiple of it can be added to the other two formulas to produce yet 
another useful identity. As we mentioned in the introduction, the reason for 
the existence of these formulas is a mystery. 
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